
Fire; the thing that sets us apart,
From other species, other creatures,
the thing that gave us a head-start.
Fire; the thing that un-leveled the field,
Made us think that what we 
conquered was ours to wield.
Reality check. Who's in control of 
nature now?
Fast evolving humans?
No, it's all just illusions.
We can't control nature, she's got a
mind of her own,
And we can't use fire as our claim to
the throne.
Because who's really the master in
between us?
Well, fire's stronger don't you see
because,
It's the symbol of the crisis that's
tearing our world up,
When your house is on fire you have
to wake up - WAKE UP! -
To the ashes that cover all the lies,
To the smoke that chokes our planet
and our skies,
To the cries and the fear in the eyes
of the youth -
Wake up!
Because the tides aren't turning,
And we're living on a world that is
burning.
Trees, entire ecosystems, burned to
the ground,
But there is still time to turn things 
around,
The fire is within us now, deep inside,
Anger and passion that we cannot 
hide.
Spark leads to flame leads to blazing
roar,
And that is something politicians can't
ignore.
Energy sparks action, momentum is
growing,
Now it is clear which way the winds 
are blowing.

The youth are alive, with fire in
our souls,

A light on our faces and the signs
that we hold.

We youth are awake to the world
that we live in,

We see the flames, but we're not
ready to give in.

So we stand hand in hand and
speak our demands,

Thought surrounded by flame, we
draw our strength from the land.
We fight fire with fire, and we're

not going to stop,
Thought every candle may just

feel like a drop,
Of water in a bucket, that's what

made up the ocean!
And together we're power, so

don't get the wrong notion.
Sparks jump between lands, fire

knows no borders,
Millions stand proudly upon the

shoulders
Of our ancestors, and we look

ahead to future generations,
And we think long and hard about

what kind of nations,
We're passing down, and we want

to hear your voice,
So come and join us in the most

important choice,
We've made since the beginning

of time,
Do we listen to the science and

turn on a dime?
Or will the power of greed

outweigh the power of need,
The fires of destruction consuming

our deeds?
This is the moment where we choose,

And with all we have to lose,
I beg you to kindle your fire within,

So that together as one we may
begin,

The recreation of this earth,
Amid the ashes, rebirth,

And together we'll light the fires
of tomorrow,

and soon they'll blaze higher than
the fires of sorrow.
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